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PREFACE

The Kroeber Anthropological Society is pleased to- present this new
issue of its Papers to its membership. It feels that the articles to be
found within the number not only cover a varied and interesting range of
fields, but also represent signifioant contributions to the studies of
ethnology, physical anthropology, and linguistics.

The first article in the issue calls attention to a neglected but
important aspect of Latin American native medicine-the classification
of plants and animals, and parts thereof, into "hot" and "cold" categories.
The contribution first discusses the historical origins of this concept
and iienatur. bt its a,ppl.seatiezs. and then presents hme suggestions
for field recording of the belief. It may be noted- here that this classi-
fication is still- in use in the Old World-in the Mediterranean area and,
intereEtingly enough, in China.

Our second paper initiates a practice which the Society hopes to
continue into the future-that of publishing previously unprinted or
untranslated materials relating to the Russian period in North America.
The documents selected for this issue deal with the trial of a Christian-
ized Tlingit on charges of sorcery, and reveal previously unsuspected
aspects of culture change among these people. The documents are followed
by an able discussion of their ethnological significance by Miss Menzel.

The succeeding work summarizes the studies of Northeastern Siberian
physical types.made by G. F. Debets, the leading Soviet physical anthro-
pologist. Based as they are upon the largest series of measurements yet
made upon the native populations of the Frr North-the series covers
1180 males and 772 females-these studies represent an important contri-
bution to physical anthropology, and will probably not be superseded in
the near future. Debetat conclusions are of great interest to all
anthropologists concerned with the Arctic: in brief, he finds that the
specific peculiarities of the ,siatic iEskimo physical type find no
analogies among the other peoples of Siberia-at least among the modern
populations; that the "Americanoid" or "non-Mongoloid" traits of these
people cannot be explained by European admixture; and that the idea of
an Eskimo "wedge" separating the Indians from the Palaeo-Asiatics is
without racial foundation. Thus, the question of the origin of the
Eskimo physical type must be approached in a new light.

The concluding paper presents a classification of singular and
plural suffixes of Kisi nouns, and illustrates this'with a variety of
examples. This work augments the phonemic analysis of Kisi which appeared
in number 2 of these Papers.

Bernard G. Hoffman,

Editor.
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